
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ELLIS PARK SELECTIONS 
by JOHN M. GAVER III 

www.thesteampicks.com 
 

2019 Meeting 
Day 16: Sunday, August 4, 2019 
Post Time: 12:50 P.M. (Central) 

 

2019 Meet Record:  
134-41-24-19—31% W, 63% ITM

BEST BET : (#6) Totally Boss (8th race)—3-1 M.L.  
LIVE LONGSHOT : (#1) Coexistence (6th race)—6-1 M.L. 
*Note: Selections below are made in order, first through fourth* 
 

RACE ONE 
(#9) MONEY FOR MISCHIEF: Has upside in second start; should be closer to the pace stretching out 
(#2) CODE RUNNER: Dam was a G1 winner on turf, this guy cost $375K; 8F a tall order out of the box 
(#6) FRANK SENIOR: Half-bro to the G3 stakes winner Term of Art, cost $550K; recent works are sharp 
(#1) SWING WEST: Great post with short run to the first turn—bred to relish the stretch out to 8-panels 
SELECTIONS: 9-2-6-1 
 

RACE TWO 
(#5) RARE FORM: Neck shy of winning last two starts off the shelf; sits the stalking trip in the vanguard 
(#1) SPECTACULAR GEM: Consistent, capable fresh, and hasn’t been off board in 2019; saves ground 
(#2) HUNKA BURNING LOVE: He has board finishes in 4-of-5 starts off claim for Tomlinson—5-1 M.L. 
(#7) K J’S NOBILITY: Arkie-bred had great trip stalking a hot pace in last outing but couldn’t seal deal  
SELECTIONS: 5-1-2-7 
 

RACE THREE 
(#6) SOMETHING SUPER: Asmussen first-timer is sitting on a “bullet” gate move; dam a stakes winner 
(#2) KENTUCKY PEERLESS: Shuffled back, jumped back on bridle late in bow—has experience edge 
(#11) SUBSTANTIAL: Last two gate works in Louisville are sharp, sire was a router; chestnut cost $150K 
(#12) FIGHT FIGHT FIGHT: 12-hole brutal but this colt cost $850K—barn winning at 40% clip at meet 
SELECTIONS: 6-2-11-12 
 

RACE FOUR 
(#3) ECRU: Loves to run second but is has improved off the layoff; he catches a field he can beat today 
(#8) STAY HAPPY: Eye-catching debut win at Belterra Park at 9-2; big-time upside, bred to stay 8F trip 
(#6) MISSISSIPPI: In the money in 4-of-6 starts this year, runs for Mena; hooks “two lifetime” company 
(#2) WICKED INDEED: Hooked a nice colt in Super Comet off shelf in last—will be much tighter today 
SELECTIONS: 3-8-6-2 
 

RACE FIVE 
(#10) GUN CLUB: Gets back to the races fresh for Asmussen Barn, has tactical speed; exits quick race 
(#1) PROUDLY PACIFIC: Big improvement since the blinkers came “off” two starts back; scrapes paint 
(#7) SOCIALITE: Homebred sports a sharp work tab, barn capable with first-time starters—5-1 on M.L. 
(#6) NEWELLTON: Hasn’t been seen since January and makes first start for a new outfit—Lanerie stays 
SELECTIONS: 10-1-7-6 
 

RACE SIX—Kentucky Downs Preview: Ladies Sprint Stakes 
(#1) COEXISTENCE: Mere length and a quarter shy of winning past four starts; overlay at 6-1 on M.L. 
(#9) SURRENDER NOW: Broke like a scalded dog and stayed on in Pea Patch turf debut—back class 
(#3) LA DAME BLANCHE: Broke maiden on turf at ELP; 2 lengths off multiple turf SW Morticia in last 
(#6) MAY LILY: No match for Surrender Now while five-wide at the quarter-pole last time; third off shelf 
SELECTIONS: 1-9-3-6 



 

RACE SEVEN—Kentucky Downs Preview: Tourist Mile Stakes 
(#10) MR. MISUNDERSTOOD: One-paced off a seven-month plus layoff last time; much tighter today 
(#6) SIEM RIEP: Makes first start for new connections but runs well off of layoffs—always provides value 
(#7) MR CUB: Went to the shelf in fine fettle, has a board finish on ELP turf—top choice has his number 
(#5) FACT FINDING: Toss last start—steadied on clubhouse turn—beat the top choice two starts back 
SELECTIONS: 10-6-7-5 
 

RACE EIGHT—Kentucky Downs Preview: Turf Sprint Stakes 
(#6) TOTALLY BOSS: Scant nose off of Om, a graded stakes winner on turf, in last; in career best form 
(#8) JAZZY TIMES: Toss last—stumbled at start; is a stakes winner on turf at Ellis; 20-1 on morning line 
(#9) MR FRENCH (GB): South Florida invader has effective tactical speed and loves 5.5F on the grass 
(#11) ANGASTON: Set a quick pace, stayed on in a tough heat at Churchill in last; speed-and-fade play 
SELECTIONS: 6-8-9-11 
 
RACE NINE—Kentucky Downs Preview: Ladies Turf Stakes 
(#2) STAVE: She’s overdue for a stakes win, very handy, love the cutback to a flat mile trip; runs for Saez 
(#9) SMART SHOT: Length and a half off the win in the key prep—loving the cutback to eight-furlongs 
(#7) VALENTINE WISH: Walked the dog on the front-end and gamely stayed on in last; third off shelf 
(#3) KALLIO: On the wrong-end of a blanket finish last time, is reunited with Gaffalione—8F too short? 
SELECTIONS: 2-9-7-3 
 
RACE TEN—Kentucky Downs Preview: Kentucky Turf Cup Stakes 
(#7) BIGGER PICTURE: Exits Grade 1 stakes, second start off shelf, at best on “firm” grass; formidable 
(#1) NESSY: Three-parts of a length off a next-out winner in a Grade 3 stakes in last; ground-saving trip 
(#3) HELLO DON JULIO: Very consistent, has won two of last three starts in stakes races—is tractable 
(#9) VETTORI KIN (BRZ): Improvement in cards in second start off a layoff; a neck off Nessy two back 
SELECTIONS: 7-1-3-9 
 
 
ALL STAKES PICK 5 TICKET  
Races 6-10/ Ellis Park, Sunday, August 4, 2019 
50-cent play=$54—Post time: 3:10 P.M. (Central) 
Race 6: (#1) Coexistence (#9) Surrender Now—2 
Race 7: (#6) Siem Riep (#7) Mr Cub (#10) Mr. Misunderstood—3 
Race 8: (#6) Totally Boss (#8) Jazzy Times—2 
Race 9: (#2) Stave (#3) Kallio (#9) Smart Shot—3 
Race 10: (#1) Nessy (#3) Hello Don Julio (#7) Bigger Picture—3 


